Qian Boxuan: Case Studies in Gynecology

This volume in the renowned Masters of Chinese Medicine series presents selected studies from the case files of an expert in women's disorders. Dr. Qian Bo-xuan was one of China's most well-known practitioners of Chinese medicine, and his reputation as an accomplished doctor has continued long after his death. The author of this book, the late Qian Bo-xuan, was an expert in women's disorders, and used distinctive and effective methods for preventing miscarriage and for treating infertility. Of his wealth of clinical experience, he is best known for his expertise in the prevention of miscarriage and treatment of infertility.

The Masters of Chinese Medicine series is a valuable collection of detailed analyses of the clinical experiences of China’s most distinguished TCM masters is presented in a clear, complete and detailed text, describing complex clinical cases and treatment methods for various stubborn and chronic diseases.
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